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Kent was founded in 1910. Kent Normal School is named after William Kent, who 

donates his farm land to build the new training school. In 1929 Kent changed from being 

Kent State Normal College to Kent State College when Kent was approved to award 

degrees in arts and sciences changing it to a liberal arts college. Weirdly enough, Kent’s 

first classes were not even in Kent. They had an extension program that went to 20 

centers in Northeast Ohio. 

What Kent is most nationally famous for is the May 4th, 1970 shooting. Around 

500 students were protesting the expansion of the Vietnam War to Cambodia, and 

Nixon previously promising to end the war. Around one in the afternoon when police 

fired on the protesters. Nine shot, four killed. The four that were killed names were 

Allison Krause, Jeffrey Miller, Sandra Scheuer and William Schroeder. In response 

many universities, colleges, and high schools closed across the United States because 

of a student strike of 4 million students. When this happened it really made the public 

opinion on our role in Vietnam overall stronger in a negative way. 

Tuition for an Undergraduate Ohio Resident is $10,012, and Room and Board 

costs $10,720, for a total of $20,732 if you are going with the most basic options. Tuition 

for an Undergraduate Non-Ohio Resident is $18,376, and Room and Board costs 

$10,720, for a total of $29,096 if you are going with the most basic options. For a Ohio 

Resident, Graduate Tuition is $11,090. For a Non-Ohio Resident, Graduate Tuition is 

$19,362. For an International Undergraduate, Tuition and fees are $18,376, Room and 

Board is $10,720, and Medical Insurance, Books & Supplies is $4,750, Making their 

total $33,846 if you are going with the most basic options. 

When it comes to applications, Kent is fairly simple with their admissions. There 

is no essay in this application. You input your information online at their website, send 

them your general information, testing scores, your transcript, and they’ll let you know 

within four weeks whether or not you got accepted. If you did get accepted then they will 

automatically get you involved in any scholarship they offer. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Student_strike_of_1970
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